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Unilever Climate Policy Engagement Review 2023
Introduction

Climate action is one of Unilever’s top four sustainability focus areas. Like many businesses, Unilever is aiming to accelerate greenhouse gas emissions reductions within our own operations and our value chain.

However, to tackle climate change at the speed and scale required, we need strong government policy to help create the right enabling environment for businesses to act and drive the wider systems changes needed.

Unilever advocates and lobbies for policies that advance the goal of limiting global warming to no more than 1.5°C, per the Paris Agreement, and help us deliver our Climate Transition Action Plan (CTAP). We do this both directly and indirectly through our memberships with industry groups and trade associations (collectively called industry associations).

In our first Climate Policy Engagement Review, we are setting out our climate policy priorities and highlighting the direct actions Unilever has taken already to ensure we are aligned with them. This includes activity in our top markets, as well as with the European Union institutions.

We also examine the positions and engagement activities of our main industry associations, to determine whether they are consistent with Unilever’s priority policy areas.

This industry association review was independently conducted by Volans, a think-tank and advisory firm; the methodology and process for this work is set out in the industry association review section.

The industry association analysis seeks to identify both commendable practices and areas for improvement, with a view to informing actions that Unilever will take to address any areas of misalignment or opportunities to increase constructive engagement.

In 2024, Unilever will put its updated CTAP to an advisory shareholder vote at the Annual General Meeting. We have committed to reporting progress on our CTAP every year as part of our Annual Report and Accounts, which are usually published in the first quarter of the year. We intend to align the timing of our updated Climate Policy Engagement Review with our CTAP progress report in 2025.

Rebecca Marmot, Chief Sustainability Officer
Paul Matthews, Global Head of Communications and Corporate Affairs

Executive summary

Overall, of the 27 associations assessed, 18 are aligned with Unilever’s climate policy positions, while eight are misaligned with Unilever in one or more of our priority policy areas (one has an unclear position).

Of the 18 associations that are aligned with Unilever, eight had no public record of carrying out meaningful engagement on climate policy, and a further four were found to have low engagement.

Where we have found misalignment or low or no meaningful engagement, we have described the actions we have either already taken or will take to address this. These are included in the detailed industry association review section. We will share this report with all 27 industry associations included in the review.

We want to work with industry associations on practical and realistic actions to ensure they improve their policy positions and practices. In our next review we will include updates on the actions taken.

Key findings

Looking at the associations covered in this report, two key trends have emerged.

1. Passive alignment

Twelve associations are classed as being “passively aligned” (see results map on p. 13). This means that their public positions on climate policy are either completely or mostly aligned with our positions and science-based benchmarks, but their public record of actual engagement in support of Paris-aligned climate policies is either minimal or non-existent.

In future, we would like our most influential industry associations to be more actively engaged in promoting outcomes and policies that can help the economy – and Unilever – to decarbonise faster. Our aim is to move most of our associations currently in the bottom right quadrant of the grid p. 13 into the top right quadrant over the next one to three years. The actions we have committed to take in relation to each of these twelve associations are designed to achieve this. In certain cases, it may be that an industry association simply needs to be more proactive with disclosing its engagement activities.

2. Resistance to specific climate policies, despite high-level support for the Paris Agreement

With very few exceptions, the associations reviewed have top-line messaging that is supportive of the Paris Agreement and/or their country’s nationally determined contributions. But the eight associations on the left-hand side of the results map do not consistently back this up in their engagement at present.

We recognise there are genuine dilemmas that need to be addressed here. Some climate policies will create near-term costs for the businesses affected by them and this may adversely impact the competitiveness of those businesses as different governments move at different speeds.

As a result, we would like our associations to work constructively with policymakers to implement policies that will deliver real emissions reductions in a way that minimises the potential for a negative impact on competitiveness.
Our approach: direct climate policy engagement

Priority climate policy areas

In 2023, Unilever had a targeted set of priorities. These encompass three cross-cutting policies that support economy-wide transformation, as well as three specific policies that we have identified, through extensive road-mapping exercises, as being of most importance to our Business Groups’ ability to hit Unilever’s net-zero targets. More information can be found on Unilever.com.

Cross cutting policies

- Climate ambition / Nationally determined contributions (NDCs): Encourage policy makers to put forward strengthened, high quality NDCs, in line with a 1.5°C trajectory to halve global emissions by 2030.
- Renewables / energy transition: Encourage policy makers to commit to reaching 100% decarbonised power systems by 2035 in advanced economies and by 2040 at the latest for others.
- Carbon pricing / markets: Encourage policy makers to put a meaningful price on carbon that reflects the full costs of climate change. Implement Article 6 rules to develop carbon markets that drive ambition and scale investment while ensuring environmental integrity and avoiding double counting.

Business group decarbonisation levers

- Regenerative agriculture and dairy: Encourage policy makers to put forward policies that empower farmers and smallholders to protect and regenerate farm environments.¹
- Non-fossil chemical feedstocks and ingredient emissions: Encourage policy makers to create conditions that facilitate zero emissions ingredients.²
- Deforestation free commodities: Encourage policy makers to put forward conditions that reflect the ambition of the Glasgow Leaders Declaration on Forests and Land Use to reverse forest loss and land degradation by 2030.³

Unilever has also been a vocal supporter of the need for transparent sustainability reporting, including the publication of climate transition plans.

We have long championed the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) and advocated for their Recommendations and Recommended Disclosures (now part of the International Sustainability Standards Board’s Standards) to be the global standard and adopted by national governments. In 2023, Unilever supported the statement of ISSB Chair, Emmanuel Faber, calling for the establishment of market infrastructure to enable consistent, comparable climate-related disclosures at a global level. Unilever was a member of the Transition Plan Taskforce, whose outputs we have publicly endorsed.

Engagement on sustainability reporting standards was not included in the industry association review we commissioned, due to insufficient data being available. An initial scan indicated that most of the industry associations covered were not meaningfully engaged on sustainability reporting standards. In instances where an association was found to have an active stance on sustainability reporting standards, this is noted in that association’s in-depth profile in Appendix 1.

Internal oversight of climate policy engagement

The management system for Unilever’s direct and indirect climate policy engagement is overseen by our Global Sustainability and Global Corporate Affairs teams. For direct lobbying we adhere to the following process:

- Global climate advocacy priorities are defined through an annual planning and review process. In line with our commitment, all direct lobbying priorities are assessed to ensure consistency with our objectives in delivering the 1.5°C ambition of the Paris Agreement. Plans are approved by the Chief Sustainability Officer and the Global Head of Communications and Corporate Affairs.
- Priorities and guidance are then given to Unilever’s Business Groups and our in-country Sustainability and Corporate Affairs teams, who apply our global objectives in a local context.
- The Global Head of Sustainability - Environment and the Global Head of Corporate Affairs meet monthly to review this process and manage any flagged issues.

All public policy engagement that Unilever undertakes must adhere to our Code of Business Principles. Colleagues that engage with industry associations must also undertake mandatory compliance training. Our policy engagement has been, and will continue to be, a key driver in helping to deliver the goals set out in our CTAP. Our CEO and Executive Board member, Hein Schumacher, is ultimately responsible for overseeing our climate change agenda. Further details on our internal governance will be included in our updated CTAP, which will be published ahead of our AGM in 2024.

Our approach: Indirect climate policy engagement

Aligning industry associations to Unilever’s objectives

Direct engagement is not the only form of policy influence that a business can exert. Unilever is a member of approximately 600 industry associations, many of which work across a range of issues, from nutrition to marketing, and from skills to environmental policy.

Due to the impact industry associations can have on climate policy, we have long championed the importance of aligning indirect climate lobbying to the 1.5°C ambition of the Paris Agreement. This includes advocating within industry associations for them to change positions and increase engagement levels.

¹ See more here: What is regenerative agriculture and why does it matter? | Unilever
² More information here: Reducing emissions from the use of our products | Unilever
³ More information here: Solutions to deforestation in our supply chain | Unilever
For example, as a member of the European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC) and part of their working groups, we have actively participated in helping to change their positions to be more aligned with our priorities. This follows Unilever re-joining CEFIC in 2022 after deciding to exit the industry association in 2015 due to misalignment on climate policy. Even though areas of misalignment between Unilever and CEFIC persist, we believe we’ve had an impact on key issues that are important to us.

Another example is with the Personal Care Products Council (PCPC) in the United States, where we proposed to the Council they create a Sustainability Committee to increase their engagement in our priorities. This Committee was subsequently set up.

We have included further examples below of how we have worked within industry associations to drive positive action. In 2019, we asked our associations to confirm or renew their membership (typically an annual process) they must seek confirmation from the Unilever Leadership Executive, has been positively received, and in several cases, it triggered a discussion about clarifying existing positions. Then, in 2022, we conducted an internal review of our industry associations to assess what topics and issues they are most engaged with on Unilever’s behalf, and which associations are most engaged on climate policy. To gain a better understanding of the positions and activities of our main industry associations, a more detailed analysis was required. This public review provides that analysis.

Internal governance of industry associations

Unilever reviews its membership of industry associations on an annual basis and is committed to conducting a full, global industry association review every three years (the last review took place at the end of 2022).

Furthermore, we are committed to publishing an annual list of principal industry associations and climate specific alliances and advocacy groups. This includes disclosing whether these groups are aligned with the Paris Agreement. Our intention is to publish a full list of our industry associations after our next global review, expected in 2025.

Moreover, our Trade Association Standard, an internal Unilever document approved by the Unilever Leadership Executive, has been updated to give guidance to all our country teams. It sets out that, at the point of joining or renewing membership (typically an annual process) they must seek confirmation from industry associations that their climate policy work is consistent with Unilever’s positions and the 1.5°C ambitions of the Paris Agreement.

Addressing misalignment

Where industry associations have unclear or misaligned positions, we offer guidance and support to help reach an aligned conclusion and agree on a way forward. In some circumstances an industry association may be advocating for policy change that runs counter to Unilever’s interests or position. In these circumstances our preference is to engage the industry association to:

1. Make clear how their position is misaligned with ours.
2. Assess why the position is misaligned.
3. Determine if and how their position(s) can change, and over what time periods.
4. Provide and agree on specific recommendations for how the industry association can address misalignment.
5. Review progress on agreed actions.

This process is led by the business lead who manages the day-to-day relationship with the industry association.

We believe that an industry association’s continuous improvement is more important and constructive than setting deadlines to reach alignment. If an industry association’s position cannot be made consistent with Unilever’s, or no improvement is being made to reach alignment over a 12-month period, the issue is escalated to the budget holder, in consultation with the Communications and Corporate Affairs team. At this point, we will determine whether to withdraw our membership and make our withdrawal public.

In some instances, there may be a disagreement regarding positions taken, but Unilever decides that its interests are best served by retaining membership. If this happens, Unilever reserves the right to make a public statement to this effect. We will then continue to work with the industry association to seek to align its climate policy position with Unilever’s.

In other instances, associations may be aligned with a Unilever position, but not active in engagement. In these circumstances we will work with the industry association to determine how they can become more proactive in this space.

Climate policy engagement in action

Below are examples of actions we took against our six priority policy areas during 2023.

Climate ambition / Nationally determined contributions

- Unilever attended COP28 in December to call on national governments to raise the ambition of their nationally determined contributions, so to align with the science and safely limit global warming to 1.5°C. Specifically, we asked policy makers to:
  - Triple global renewable electricity capacity by 2030 and phase out fossil fuels
  - Protect and regenerate land, forests and oceans
  - Incentivise a shift to regenerative agriculture
  - Incentivise a shift to renewable carbon feedstocks
- At COP 28, Unilever spoke on panels and attended meetings with officials from Austria, Brazil, Colombia, Finland, Ireland, Luxembourg, Pakistan, Slovenia, UAE, and Vietnam.
- At the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) in September, Unilever spoke to EU officials responsible for the EU Green Deal, on the need for high-ambition climate targets consistent with the Paris Agreement.
- At EU level, in June, Unilever responded to a Commission consultation where we encouraged the EU to set an emissions reduction target in the range of 90-95% with separate carbon removal targets for nature-based removals and industrial removals.
- In Pakistan in November, at the 2nd Pakistan Climate Conference, Unilever urged attending government officials to act on developing solar energy infrastructure.
- In the USA, throughout 2023, we met federal policy makers to voice our support for government positions on combating climate change. At the state level, we met with legislative staff in New York to support the New York Climate, Jobs and Justice package of bills in the New York State budget.
Renewables / energy transition

- At the international level, in September, Unilever signed an open letter to support the #3x Renewables campaigners. It made a call for world leaders and signatories of the Paris Agreement to commit to tripling renewable energy capacity to a minimum of 11,000 GW by 2030 at COP28.

- In October, ahead of COP28, Unilever, along with 200+ other companies in the We Mean Business Coalition, wrote a letter urging national governments to accelerate the clean energy transition. It called for a commitment to reach 100% decarbonised power systems by 2035 in advanced economies, and by 2040 for other countries, at the latest.

- In Brazil, we participated in meetings with the President of CEBDS (Brazilian Council for Sustainable Development) to voice our support for a fair energy transition.

- At EU level, in February we called on the European Commission to set binding zero emission purchase targets for corporate fleets, signing an open letter and attending a Commission meeting. In March, Unilever signed a joint letter to the President of the European Commission calling on Member States to honor the Regulation on CO₂ emission standards and keep 2035 as the phase out date for petrol, diesel cars and small vans.

- In Indonesia, Unilever worked with the government regulations to make it easier for companies to source energy from rooftop solar power plants. This includes lifting the current limits that vendors can set. We also directly engaged with the Director General of Renewable Energy at the national and provincial level. Unilever also met with the Ministers of Energy and Mineral Resources at Davos.

- In Japan, Unilever supported increasing the ambition of renewable energy legislation in a June 2023 joint letter as part of the Renewable Energy User Network.

Carbon pricing / markets

- In Brazil, we engaged with key associations, in March and July, to present our support for carbon market regulation and for the establishment of a Brazilian climate transition plan that will enable more transparent sustainability public policies.

- At the international level, at COP28, Unilever spoke at the Steering Committee meeting of the Action Agenda on Regenerative Landscape.

- At the international level, in September, we took part in a United Nations Industrial Development Office roundtable on food supply chains, where we presented our views on what is needed to scale regenerative agriculture. In September, during the UNCA Food+ forum, Unilever presented on how regenerative agriculture is an investment for the future of a resilient global food supply chain.

- At EU level, we met government leaders to establish ambitious EU legislation that can enable the uptake of regenerative agriculture practices. This included a meeting in June between our Business Group President of Nutrition and the EU Executive Vice President for the EU Green Deal and the EU Commissioner for Agriculture. As part of promoting our position on the Soil Health Bill, we ran sponsored ads in Politico during December.

- In the USA, we advocated for the Farm Bill to include policies that support the scaling of regenerative agriculture practices, engaging directly with congressional leaders on this. We signed five letters supporting enhanced technical assistance and peer-to-peer learning.

Non-fossil chemicals / ‘net-zero’ chemicals

- At the international level, Unilever worked with Oxford University on a research report, detailing the policy interventions needed to accelerate net zero transition in our Home Care value chain. This report was launched at Climate Week NYC in September.

- At EU level, we supported eco-design regulations that would incentivise the shift to lower/no fossil carbon chemical ingredients. This included direct meetings with members of the Commission as well as the Parliament.

- In India, in August, we hosted the Joint Secretary, Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change and over 100 representatives from our suppliers at our Clean Future India Summit. At the meeting, 15 of our partners signed a Climate Pledge, signalling their commitment to creating a decarbonisation plan which includes emissions measurement, and to building capabilities to reduce GHG emissions.

- In the UK, throughout 2023, we advocated that the UK should scale low-emissions chemical technology, to unlock renewable carbon-based ingredients and increase circularity. We did this through our membership of the UK government’s Business Innovation Forum, which is chaired by the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and the Environment.

- Oxford University and Unilever report identifies actions needed to put cleaning and laundry products on net zero pathway (Smith School, UK Innovation Strategy: Leading the future by creating it - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk))

- In Europe, we participated in discussions with stakeholders, including the EU Commissioner for Agriculture. Unilever gave a speech at the European Commission as well as the Parliament. We also responded to the government’s request for submissions on the topic of Boosting UK Innovation.
1. An initial screening was conducted to remove associations a) based outside of Unilever’s top 10 markets by turnover, and b) operating outside of the top 10 highest GHG emitting countries. This generated a longlist of associations. Those that operate globally or regionally (e.g., at EU level) were also included in this longlist.

2. Longlisted associations were then subjected to a selection process, where they were assigned a score out of five for each of the following:
   a) **Geography:** The size of the market / region where the association operates.
   b) **Sector:** Importance of the sector or industry the association represents for climate policy. This includes a ‘sub-national’ categorisation for trade associations that represent industry at a state or city level.
   c) **Fees:** The amount Unilever spends on annual membership.

3. The scores for each of the three categories were added to obtain a total score out of 15. All associations scoring 10 or above were automatically included, unless they do not engage on climate policy and there is no reason to believe they should (i.e., because they are specifically set up to focus on other issues).

4. In addition, the following associations that scored eight or nine were included on the grounds that they are active in one of Unilever’s top five markets and represent at least one of its five Business Groups.
   1. American Cleaning Institute (ACI)
   2. Associated Chamber of Commerce & Industry India (ASSOCHAM)
   3. Brazilian Food Industry Association (ABIA)
   4. China National Food Industry Association (CNFIA)
   5. Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)
   6. European Union Chamber of Commerce in China (EUCCC)
   7. Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce (FICCI)
   8. Indonesia Chamber of Commerce & Industry (KADIN)

---

### Industry association review

#### Selection process

This review covers 27 of Unilever’s industry associations. Associations were selected for inclusion in this review based on two criteria:

- **The importance of the association for climate policy:** Indicators taken into account include the size of the market where the association is based – both in terms of Unilever’s presence and in terms of the country’s/region’s GHG emissions – and how material the sector/part of the economy represented is for delivery of Unilever’s CTAP. We have prioritised associations that represent sectors with high GHG emissions and where achieving Unilever’s climate goals is likely to be highly dependent on climate policy.

- **Unilever’s level of influence within the association:** Indicators taken into account include the amount spent annually on membership and whether Unilever has a position that could give it particular influence (e.g., a board seat).

These criteria were incorporated into the screening and selection process as follows:

1. An initial screening was conducted to remove associations a) based outside of Unilever’s top 10 markets by turnover, and b) operating outside of the top 10 highest GHG emitting countries. This generated a longlist of associations. Those that operate globally or regionally (e.g., at EU level) were also included in this longlist.

2. Longlisted associations were then subjected to a selection process, where they were assigned a score out of five for each of the following:
   a) **Geography:** The size of the market / region where the association operates.
   b) **Sector:** Importance of the sector or industry the association represents for climate policy. This includes a ‘sub-national’ categorisation for trade associations that represent industry at a state or city level.
   c) **Fees:** The amount Unilever spends on annual membership.

#### The table below indicates how scores were assigned

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCORE</th>
<th>Amount spent on membership (annual)</th>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Under €20,000</td>
<td>Canada, United Kingdom, France, Mexico, Philippines, Germany</td>
<td>Personal Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Between €20,000 and €49,999</td>
<td>Indonesia, Brazil</td>
<td>Consumer goods, Home Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Between €50,000 and €99,999</td>
<td>US, India, China</td>
<td>Food &amp; drink, Transport &amp; logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Between €100,000 and €299,999</td>
<td>Regional</td>
<td>Cross-industry, Chemicals, Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Above €300,000</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Sub-national</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

19https://www.businessfornature.org/messageeuleaders

20This measure involved prioritisation of Unilever’s top 10 markets by turnover.

21This is a composite measure that seeks to reflect a) the size of the sector/segment’s GHG footprint today, b) its materiality to Unilever’s Climate Transition Plan and c) the degree to which the sector’s decarbonisation pathway is dependent on policy change.

22Sub-national was used to describe associations that represent a sector at a state (e.g., US) or city level – such as the Tennessee Chamber of Commerce & Industry.
Finally, the following associations were included, despite not meeting the selection criteria / thresholds described above, on the grounds that they are already covered by InfluenceMap whose data was used in this exercise (see further information below):

1. Asociación Nacional de Empresarios de Colombia (ANDI)
2. Business Leadership South Africa
3. Dutch Employers’ Federation (VNO-NCW)
4. German Chemical Industry Association (VCI)*
5. National Business Initiative (South Africa)
6. Tennessee Chamber of Commerce & Industry (TCCI)

* Unilever is an indirect member of VCI via its membership of the German Cosmetic, Toiletry, Perfumery and Detergent Association.

We acknowledge that this selection process may not have captured every association that is engaged, or should be engaged, on climate policy. We will aim to refine the selection methodology and expand the list of associations covered over time.

**Assessment methodology**

**Alignment to what?**

Unilever commissioned Volans, a think-tank and advisory firm, to conduct an independent review of our industry associations’ climate policy engagement. As part of this review, each industry association’s climate-related policy stances were compared with Unilever’s stated climate policy positions (see p. 3). This was to assess whether the association’s positions were aligned with ours or not. Key areas of divergence are highlighted in the individual association assessments in Appendix 1.

In addition, industry associations’ overall climate lobbying was assessed in relation to what the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has said is needed to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement. There is no single policy playbook for achieving 1.5°C. There can and will be legitimate differences of opinion on what the most effective policies are in any given region or sector.

According to Climate Action Tracker, the current reality is that no government’s policies are yet compatible with a 1.5°C pathway. Therefore, if an association is pushing to weaken policy ambition and delay timelines, this is likely to indicate misalignment with “science-based policy”. This doesn’t mean associations can be expected to provide support for every proposed climate law that affects their members.

However, it does mean that when an association opposes a specific climate policy proposal (e.g., because it believes the proposed policy will adversely impact the competitiveness of the businesses it represents), it is incumbent on the association to engage constructively with policymakers to help find alternative policy options that would be (at least) equally effective at reducing emissions. Importantly, the alternative proposals need to be viable too: refusing to support a climate policy that isn’t “perfect” can constitute obstructive lobbying if there is no realistic possibility of the “perfect” option being implemented given prevailing political conditions.

**What counts as alignment / misalignment?**

Judging whether an association’s policy engagement is consistent with what is required to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement is not always straightforward. There is no single policy playbook for achieving 1.5°C. There can and will be legitimate differences of opinion on what the most effective policies are in any given region or sector.

The research focused, wherever possible, on associations’ actual engagement on specific policies – for example, responses to government consultations and statements given to the media commenting on policy proposals – rather than top-line statements. Additionally, the research concentrated on public evidence of policy engagement, rather than calls for voluntary action.

As a result, some associations are categorised as misaligned or partially misaligned despite having made public statements in support of the Paris Agreement and net zero targets. If an association opposes specific policies designed to help bend the emissions curve without offering credible, viable alternatives, this is counted as misalignment, regardless of whether the association nominally endorses the goals of the Paris Agreement.

**Active vs passive alignment**

As well as assessing alignment, the research looked at how active and engaged each association is on climate policy overall. This informed an assessment of whether an association’s alignment was passive (i.e., not seeking to obstruct policies that are in line with Unilever’s policy positions and a science-based policy agenda) or active (i.e., taking concrete steps to promote such policies).

The principle adopted here is that passive alignment is a minimum threshold, but Unilever is looking for more than a “do no harm” stance on climate policy from its industry associations.

Ultimately, Unilever views climate policy engagement as a tool to help the company deliver on its net-zero targets. Therefore, each association’s policy positions were examined through the lens of whether, if implemented, they would help or hinder delivery of Unilever’s current Climate Transition Action Plan (published in 2021).

**A note on data sources**

All evidence used for these assessments comes from publicly available sources. The primary source of information used was the LobbyMap platform, created by InfluenceMap, an independent think-tank that tracks corporate and industry association climate policy engagement. Using this publicly available data, Volans reviewed the detail of each association’s engagement on specific policies, to assess whether its detailed positions were aligned or not.

As this is Unilever’s first Climate Policy Engagement Review, we decided it was appropriate to cover both 2022 and 2023, so we can build a sufficiently detailed and robust picture of how our associations engage on climate policy. In future years, we will only cover the period since our previous review.

Inevitably, this publicly available information provides an incomplete snapshot of our associations’ climate policy engagement. In some cases, associations are therefore likely to be doing more than is captured in this review. Where we believe this to be the case, Unilever intends to work with the associations in question to increase the visibility of their climate policy work.

**Rating system**

Unilever’s climate policy engagement focuses on issues that materially impact its ability to deliver its Climate Transition Action Plan. Unilever’s climate policy priorities are aligned with science-based policy. Therefore, if an association was assessed as aligned with Unilever in one or more priority areas, the association was also assessed as aligned with science-based policy. Likewise, if an association was assessed as misaligned with Unilever in one or more priority areas, the association was also assessed to be at least partially misaligned with science-based policy.

---

1. https://climateactiontracker.org/countries/
There are some aspects of climate policy that Unilever does not engage with. When an industry association was found to be active on a climate policy issue that Unilever does not have a clear public position on, the association’s positions were assessed relative to science-based policy benchmarks – specifically the IPCC’s 2018 Special Report on 1.5°C and its 6th Assessment Report, published in 2023. For more information on individual cases, see Appendix 2.

The intensity of associations’ engagement is categorised based on InfluenceMap’s intensity scores as follows:

- **No meaningful engagement: 0-11%**
- **Low engagement: 12-24%**
- **Moderate engagement: 25-49%**
- **High engagement: > 50%**

### Results

The grid below and accompanying summary table give an overview of the results. The full industry association analysis can be found in the appendix.

The grid on p.13 summarises each of the 27 associations’ engagement intensity and alignment. The vertical axis categorises each association’s engagement intensity based on InfluenceMap’s scores, ranging from no meaningful engagement through to high engagement. The horizontal axis depicts each association’s alignment with Unilever’s policy priorities and science-based benchmarks. The goal over time is to move all associations towards the top right-hand corner, either through encouraging more active public engagement on climate policy, or by encouraging them to take steps to align with Unilever’s policy priorities and science-based policies.

**Summary table**

This table shows details of how each of the 27 industry associations assessed were engaging on Unilever’s policy priorities during the in scope time period (2022-2023). For each priority, associations were assigned one of the following ratings:

1. Constructive (i.e., the association is actively engaged on this topic and its position is aligned with Unilever’s).
2. Obstructive (i.e., the association is actively engaged on this topic but its position is misaligned with Unilever’s).
3. Mixed (i.e., the association is actively engaged on this topic but some not all of what it advocates for aligns with Unilever’s position).
4. Inactive (i.e., the association is not actively engaged on this topic).
5. Unclear (i.e., the association is actively engaged on this topic but insufficient information was available to assess whether its position is aligned or not).

Associations were not rated on whether they advocated for strengthened NDCs since this was not a “live” issue during the period of the review. The last NDC submission deadline was in 2020 and the next submissions will be due in 2025.

*ECTA’s engagement intensity has been rated as moderate despite only receiving a 15% engagement intensity score from InfluenceMap (which would normally cause it be assessed as having low engagement). This adjustment reflects the fact that ECTA’s narrow focus limits how highly it can score under InfluenceMap’s engagement intensity scoring methodology. Essentially, because ECTA only engages on policies related to the trucking industry, it is inactive on other aspects of climate policy which are not part of its remit. InfluenceMap counts this inactivity towards its overall engagement intensity score, which brings that score down.

**WBCSD is not currently assessed by InfluenceMap, therefore Volans made an independent assessment of engagement intensity. Its direct engagement with specific policies is very limited. This is due to the nature of WBCSD’s remit, which is primarily about coordinating and driving voluntary private sector actions. However, as a founder member of the We Mean Business Coalition, WBCSD is indirectly engaged in climate policy engagement at the global level. Its positioning on the grid reflects this indirect engagement via We Mean Business, not just WBCSD’s direct policy work.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Annual financial payment (€)</th>
<th>Climate ambition / NDCs</th>
<th>Renewables / energy transition</th>
<th>Carbon pricing / markets</th>
<th>Regenerative agriculture and dairy</th>
<th>Non-fossil / net zero chemicals</th>
<th>Deforestation free</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>American Cleaning Institute (ACI)</strong></td>
<td>USA Home care</td>
<td>50,000-99,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new oil and gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asociación Nacional de Empresarios de Colombia (ANDI)</strong></td>
<td>Colombia Cross-industry</td>
<td>20,000-49,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Opposes measures to incentivise dietary change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Associação Brasileira da Indústria de Alimentos (ABIA)</strong></td>
<td>Brazil Food &amp; Drink</td>
<td>50,000-99,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new coal and gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Associated Chamber of Commerce &amp; Industry (ASSOCHAM)</strong></td>
<td>India Cross-industry</td>
<td>&gt;20,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new coal and gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business leadership South Africa (BLSA)</strong></td>
<td>South Africa Cross-industry</td>
<td>&gt;50,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Obstructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new fossil gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>European Chemical Industry Council (CEPIC)</strong></td>
<td>EU Chemicals</td>
<td>100,000-299,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Obstructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new fossil gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>China National Food Industry Association (CNFIA)</strong></td>
<td>Asia Food &amp; drink</td>
<td>&gt;20,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new fossil gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confederation of British Industry (CBI)</strong></td>
<td>UK Cross-industry</td>
<td>20,000-49,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new fossil gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)</strong></td>
<td>India Cross-industry</td>
<td>&gt;20,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new fossil gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consumer Goods Forum (CGF)</strong></td>
<td>Global Food &amp; drink</td>
<td>50,000-99,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new fossil gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corporate Leaders Group (CLG)</strong></td>
<td>EU / UK Cross-industry</td>
<td>20,000-49,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new fossil gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cosmetics Europe (CE)</strong></td>
<td>EU Personal care</td>
<td>100,000-299,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new fossil gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dutch Employers' Federation (VNO-NCW)</strong></td>
<td>Netherlands Cross-industry</td>
<td>&gt;100,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Supports new fossil gas, as well as renewables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geography/Sector</td>
<td>Sector</td>
<td>Annual financial payment (€)</td>
<td>Climate ambition / NDCs</td>
<td>Renewables / energy transition</td>
<td>Carbon pricing / markets</td>
<td>Regenerative agriculture and dairy</td>
<td>Non-fossil / net zero chemicals</td>
<td>Deforestation free</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU Chamber of Commerce in China (EUCCC)</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Cross-industry</td>
<td>&gt;20,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Clean Trucking Alliance (ECTA)</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>Transport &amp; logistics</td>
<td>No membership fees</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Round Table for Industry (ERT)</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>Cross-industry</td>
<td>20,000-49,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Obstructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce &amp; Industry (FICCI)</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>Cross-industry</td>
<td>&gt;20,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</td>
<td>EU</td>
<td>Food &amp; Drink</td>
<td>50,000-99,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Industry Asia (FIA)</td>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>Food &amp; Drink</td>
<td>20,000-49,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Chemical Industry Association (VCI)</td>
<td>Germany / EU</td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>20,000-49,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Obstructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KADIN)</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Cross-industry</td>
<td>&gt;20,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Association for Soaps, Detergents and Maintenance Products (AISE)</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Home Care</td>
<td>100,000 – 299,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Business Initiative (NBI)</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Cross-industry</td>
<td>&gt;20,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Constructive/Mixed</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Care Products Council (PCPC)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Personal Care</td>
<td>&gt;300,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Food Policy Alliance (SFPA)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Food &amp; Drink</td>
<td>100,000-299,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee Chamber of Commerce &amp; Industry (TCCI)</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Cross-industry</td>
<td>&gt;20,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Obstructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Cross-industry</td>
<td>50,000-99,999</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Constructive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

10 indirect member via membership of IKW, The German Cosmetic, Toiletry, Perfumery and Detergent Association.
Appendix 1: Detailed industry association review, including actions to take

American Cleaning Institute (ACI)

Unilever role(s)  Member

Top line positions  High-level support for 1.5°C and net zero by 2050
ACI’s top line messaging is supportive of the goal of limiting global warming to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. It states that it expects companies in the cleaning products industry and associated supply chain to "align their corporate climate strategy and targets with the 1.5°C ambition, which strives to reach net-zero global emissions by 2050." ACI expressed support for the US’s re-entry into the Paris Agreement and has endorsed the Biden Administration’s goal of achieving a 100% renewable/clean US electricity grid by 2035.

Detailed advocacy positions  ACI appears not to be actively engaged on climate policy beyond top line statements in support of the Paris Agreement and 1.5°C.

Alignment assessment  No misalignment with Unilever policy priorities or science-based policy

Engagement intensity  No meaningful engagement

Explanation  ACI’s messaging on the need to limit global warming to 1.5°C is aligned with Unilever’s, but its engagement on climate policy appears to be limited to top line statements.

More information  View ACI’s LobbyMap profile

Actions (to be) taken  Encourage ACI to increase its engagement on climate policy.

---

Asociación Nacional de Empresarios de Colombia (ANDI)

Unilever role(s)  Member of the food industry, cosmetics & toiletries, and logistics chambers.

Top line positions  High-level support for 1.5°C and Colombia’s NDC
ANDI has voiced support for limiting warming to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels, emphasising urgent action to limit GHG emissions reductions. It acknowledges that decarbonisation is a global priority and indicates support for Colombia’s NDC of achieving a 51% emissions reduction by 2030 (relative to a business-as-usual scenario) and carbon neutrality by 2050.

Detailed advocacy positions  Mixed position on the energy transition
ANDI has highlighted Colombia’s potential for renewable energy generation and signalled broad support for the energy transition. It has also promoted legislation to support both green and blue hydrogen production. However, ANDI has also opposed efforts to end new fossil fuel exploration and production. It actively promotes fossil gas as a key part of the energy mix going forward.

Opposed the inclusion of natural gas in the carbon tax
ANDI has called for natural gas to be excluded from Colombia’s carbon tax and stressed the importance of Colombia having “a reliable and competitive supply of natural gas in the long term.” It has previously also opposed applying a carbon tax to coal.

Supports legislation to ensure quality carbon markets
ANDI supports the regulation of carbon markets, emphasising the significance of carbon markets in Colombia due to the size of its AFOLU (Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use) sector. ANDI calls for political uncertainties to be addressed to ensure carbon markets are developed and aligned regionally and globally.

---

31 https://mascolombia.com/hidrogeno-clave-para-la-transicion-energetica-de-colombia/
### Misalignment in one Unilever policy priority area; partial misalignment with science-based policy

**Engagement intensity**

Low engagement

**Explanation**

ANDI’s top line messaging is generally supportive of climate policies and the Colombian Government’s NDC. However, its detailed policy positions are more mixed.

Its efforts to get gas and coal excluded from Colombia’s carbon tax are not consistent with Unilever’s advocacy for a meaningful price on carbon that reflects the full costs of climate change. However, its position on the need for regulation to support the development of high-quality carbon markets is consistent with Unilever’s position on the need to implement Article 6 rules to develop carbon markets that drive ambition and scale investment while ensuring environmental integrity and avoiding double counting.

ANDI’s overall engagement intensity on climate policy is relatively low. Very little evidence of ANDI actively engaging with government or media to promote policies aligned to Unilever’s climate agenda during 2022-23 was found.

**Alignment assessment**

Unclear whether ABIA is aligned or not

**Engagement intensity**

No meaningful engagement

**Explanation**

ABIA appears to be relatively inactive on climate policy. Its top-line messaging does not indicate misalignment, but equally it does not include clear backing for science-based policies to achieve the goals of the Paris Agreement.

The only one of Unilever’s climate policy priorities that ABIA appears to be active on is Deforestation.

---

**Top line positions**

Unclear position on deforestation

In its 2023 Annual Report, ABIA mentions that it responded to public consultations on deforestation policy in both the UK and US. However, no detail of the positions taken in these consultation responses is available. ABIA has also spoken out in favour of biofuels production, arguing that this can be done alongside food production in a way that is mutually beneficial. It does not appear to have a position on the potential deforestation risk associated with producing biofuels at scale.

Opposition to dietary change

ABIA strongly supports meat and dairy and opposes measures designed to incentivise a shift to a more plant-based diet.

---

**More Information**

View ANDI’s LobbyMap profile

**Actions (to be) taken**

Encourage ANDI to be more active in promoting higher policy ambition and how Colombia can meet its net-zero target.

---

**Unilever role(s)**

Board member

**Top line positions**

Minimal mention of climate change in top-level messaging

ABIA has expressed high-level commitment to reducing the food industry’s environmental impact and acknowledged the need to shift from fossil fuels to renewables. However, it makes very few explicit references to climate change and/or net zero in its public communications and has not taken a clear position on support for Paris-aligned decarbonisation policies.

**Detailed advocacy positions**

Unclear position on deforestation

In its 2023 Annual Report, ABIA mentions that it responded to public consultations on deforestation policy in both the UK and US. However, no detail of the positions taken in these consultation responses is available. ABIA has also spoken out in favour of biofuels production, arguing that this can be done alongside food production in a way that is mutually beneficial. It does not appear to have a position on the potential deforestation risk associated with producing biofuels at scale.

Opposition to dietary change

ABIA strongly supports meat and dairy and opposes measures designed to incentivise a shift to a more plant-based diet.

---

**Associação Brasileira da Indústria de Alimentos* (ABIA)**

* Brazilian Food Industry Association

---


https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/322/ABIA_annualreport2023_oct2023.pdf

https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/322/ABIA_president_taxreform_24.3.23_oct2023.pdf

https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/322/ABIA_C%C3%A2maradosDeputados_taxreform_11.05.23_oct2023.pdf
It discloses that it has responded to public consultations on proposed deforestation laws in the UK and US, but it has not disclosed the detail of its position, so no assessment can be made of whether it is aligned or not at this stage. Its opposition to policies that would incentivise dietary change and increased recycling rates indicate at least partial misalignment with science-based policy benchmarks.

Unilever role(s)
Member

Top line positions
Support for India’s Net Zero by 2070 target
ASSOCHAM has publicly backed the Paris Agreement and the Indian Government’s Net Zero by 2070 target, though it does not appear to have lobbied for such a target prior to its adoption and has not called for ambition to be further increased.

Mixed position on energy transition
ASSOCHAM has made clear its support for increasing renewable energy capacity, electrifying mobility and green hydrogen production. However, it has also called for coal mining and natural gas infrastructure to be expanded.

Detailed advocacy positions
Support for new natural gas infrastructure
In a September 2022 memo to the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board, ASSOCHAM expressed opposition to a clause that would exclude new fossil gas from the common carrier pipeline, pointing out that this conflicts with the Indian Government’s promotion of gas infrastructure development and gas consumption.41

ASSOCHAM’s top line messaging is generally supportive of climate policies and the Indian Government’s Net Zero by 2070 target. However, its position on the role of gas and coal in the energy mix is not consistent with Unilever’s goal of 100% decarbonised power systems for all countries by 2040 at the latest, despite the fact it also supports an expansion of renewable power generation.

ASSOCHAM appears not to have actively engaged with government or media on any of Unilever’s other climate policy priorities during 2022-23.

More Information
View ASSOCHAM’s LobbyMap profile

Actions (to be) taken
Encourage ASSOCHAM to be more active in promoting higher policy ambition.

Business Leadership South Africa (BLSA)

Unilever role(s)
Council member

Top line positions
Support for South Africa’s NDC and a just transition
BLSA has expressed strong support for South Africa’s commitment to achieve net zero by 2050 and has recognised both the scientific and moral imperative to reduce emissions. It supports a focus on social justice and inclusion in the way the transition is delivered – for example ensuring low-income households and small businesses benefit from incentives to install rooftop solar panels.42

Detailed advocacy positions
Support for policy to accelerate deployment of renewables
BLSA has consistently spoken out in favour of policies to incentivise faster deployment of renewables throughout 2022-23. In particular, it supports the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producers Programme (REIPPP) and has called for reforms to speed up the process of adding new renewable capacity to the grid.43 It also supports enhanced incentives for rooftop solar and the introduction of a feed-in tariff or renewables.44

More Information
View BLSA’s LobbyMap profile

Actions (to be) taken
• Encourage ABIA to create a roadmap for decarbonisation.
• Request greater transparency regarding ABIA’s position on deforestation policies.
• Encourage ABIA to create a Climate Committee.

More Information
View ABIA’s LobbyMap profile

Actions (to be) taken
• Encourage ABIA to create a roadmap for decarbonisation.
• Request greater transparency regarding ABIA’s position on deforestation policies.
• Encourage ABIA to create a Climate Committee.

Associated Chamber of Commerce & Industry (ASSOCHAM)

Unilever role(s)
Member

Top line positions
Support for India’s Net Zero by 2070 target
ASSOCHAM has publicly backed the Paris Agreement and the Indian Government’s Net Zero by 2070 target, though it does not appear to have lobbied for such a target prior to its adoption and has not called for ambition to be further increased.

Mixed position on energy transition
ASSOCHAM has made clear its support for increasing renewable energy capacity, electrifying mobility and green hydrogen production. However, it has also called for coal mining and natural gas infrastructure to be expanded.

Detailed advocacy positions
Support for new natural gas infrastructure
In a September 2022 memo to the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board, ASSOCHAM expressed opposition to a clause that would exclude new fossil gas from the common carrier pipeline, pointing out that this conflicts with the Indian Government’s promotion of gas infrastructure development and gas consumption.41

More Information
View ABIA’s LobbyMap profile

More Information
View ASSOCHAM’s LobbyMap profile

More Information
View BLSA’s LobbyMap profile

41https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/001/326/ASSOCHAM_PNGRB_Letter_Sep22.pdf
43https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/000/960/BLSA_CEO_Post_Feb22_AccessedApr22.pdf

43https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/000/960/BLSA_CEO_Post_Feb22_AccessedApr22.pdf
Calling for carbon prices to be kept lower for longer
While BLSA expresses overall support for South Africa’s carbon tax, it issued a joint statement alongside other South African industry associations in September 2022 calling on the Government to slow down proposed increases in the carbon tax rate until after 2035 and, to retain free allowances for businesses in hard-to-abate sectors until 2030.

Alignment assessment
Misalignment in one Unilever policy priority area

Engagement intensity
No meaningful engagement

Explanation
BLSA’s top line messaging is generally supportive of climate policies and the South African Government’s Net Zero by 2050 target. Its consistent support for policies that would incentivise faster deployment of renewables is aligned with Unilever’s position.

The one area where BLSA’s lobbying during 2022-23 appears to be misaligned is on carbon pricing. Its opposition to raising carbon prices in the near term is not consistent with the goal of ensuring a meaningful price on carbon that reflects the full costs of climate change. Implementation of its recommendations would lead to lower carbon prices for companies covered by South Africa’s carbon tax than if its proposals were not adopted.

European Chemical Industry Council (CEFIC)

Unilever role(s)
Member of climate change and energy programme council

Top line positions
Support for EU Green Deal (with a preference for an inflation reduction act-style approach that makes Europe attractive for industry investment)
CEFIC has consistently expressed top-line support for the EU Green Deal and the goal of achieving climate neutrality by 2050. Its July 2023 Manifesto for the 2024-2029 EU legislative term calls on the European Commission to develop the business case for private sector investments in Europe’s industrial transformation and to avoid “overly-detailed regulation”. It has criticised the European Commission’s Net Zero Industry Act proposals for focusing too narrowly on net zero technologies and advocated for a “technology neutral” approach. It also advocates scaling up supply of renewable and circular carbon feedstocks.

Detailed advocacy positions
Negative position on EU Emissions trading system (ETS) reform and the phase-in of a carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM)
CEFIC has pushed for an extension of free allowances under the EU ETS and a slower phase-in of CBAM. It has opposed proposals to a) increase the ETS’s Linear Reduction Factor (the rate at which the cap on GHG emissions decreases annually) and b) reduce the cap on total GHG emissions to zero by 2039.

Mixed positions on natural gas and chemical industry feedstocks
CEFIC has opposed regulation that would mandate the blending of hydrogen and natural gas on the grounds that this would make adaptations to industrial installations in the chemicals sector necessary, which, it argues, would undercut the industry’s competitiveness. It has expressed support for a gradual phase-out of fossil gas, but argues that this phase-out should be “market-driven”. Its response to the EU’s Public Consultation on Certification of Carbon Removals in May 2022 advocated for CCU and CCS to be deployed as soon as possible and emphasised the role of bio-based feedstocks in reducing the chemical industry’s GHG emissions. However, Cefic’s position on how avoided emissions from CCU and CCS should be treated is ambiguous: it seems to argue that they should receive the same recognition as carbon removed from the atmosphere through bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS) or Direct Air Capture and Storage (DACCS). Treating avoided emissions as equivalent to carbon removed from the atmosphere is not consistent with the IPCC’s guidance on what is required to achieve a 1.5ºC trajectory.

More information
View BLSA’s LobbyMap profile

Actions (to be) taken
Climate policy has to date not been a focus of Unilever’s relationship with BLSA. In 2024, we will look for appropriate opportunities to partner more closely with BLSA on climate policy.
### Unilever role(s)
Member of sustainability committee

### Top line positions
**High-level support for China’s climate goals**

CNFIA has expressed support for China’s “double carbon goal”: ensuring emissions peak by 2030 and reach carbon neutrality by 2060.\(^5\) It does not appear to have a position on what policy or regulatory measures are required to enable the food industry to meet these goals.

### Detailed advocacy positions
No evidence of specific climate-related lobbying by CNFIA was found.

### Alignment assessment
No misalignment with Unilever policy priorities or science-based policy

### Engagement intensity
No meaningful engagement

### Explanation
CNFIA appears not to be engaged on climate policy beyond top line support of the Paris Agreement.

### More information
CNFIA’s LobbyMap profile

### Actions (to be) taken
We will engage CNFIA to explore the possibility of setting up a project to develop a policy roadmap to help the food sector contribute to China’s double carbon goal.

---

### Alignment assessment
Misalignment in one Unilever policy priority area; potential misalignment in two others

### Engagement intensity
High engagement

### Explanation
CEFIC’s top line messaging is generally supportive of Paris-aligned policy action and the EU Green Deal. However, its detailed advocacy is not always consistent with this. Very little evidence of CEFIC actively pushing recommendations that would increase the ambition and effectiveness of EU climate policies was found.

CEFIC’s lobbying on the EU ETS and CBAM is judged to be misaligned with Unilever’s goal of ensuring a meaningful price on carbon that reflects the full costs of climate change. This is because adoption of its proposals would lead to the carbon price paid by industries covered by the EU ETS remaining lower for longer compared with a scenario in which its proposals were not implemented.

CEFIC’s preference for a “market-driven” approach to electricity grid decarbonisation and transitioning away from natural gas is likely to be insufficient for achieving the goals of reaching 100% decarbonised power systems by 2035 and eliminating fossil fuel feedstocks used in certain products by 2030. However, in the absence of clarity about what “market-driven” means for the pace of the energy transition and chemical industry decarbonisation, the assessment of whether this position constitutes misalignment is inconclusive.

### More information
View CEFIC’s LobbyMap profile

### Actions (to be) taken
As a member of CEFIC, we have actively participated, as part of their working groups, to change their positions to be more aligned with our priorities. We will continue to encourage CEFIC – directly and within working groups – to play a constructive role in offering solutions that will accelerate the reduction of GHG emissions from the chemical sector. We will encourage CEFIC – directly and within working groups – to further develop policy proposals that will help increase the uptake of renewable and recycled carbon feedstocks through working groups and direct conversations.

---

\(^5\) [https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/323/Food_Industry_Corporate_Social_Responsibility_Report_Feb_2022.pdf](https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/323/Food_Industry_Corporate_Social_Responsibility_Report_Feb_2022.pdf)
Unilever role(s)

General member

Top line positions

Demands clearer policies for implementing net zero by 2050
Over the last two years, CBI has consistently called on the UK Government to set out clear short- and long-term plans for achieving net zero. This is the case both in direct consultation responses to government (for example its contribution to the Net Zero Review in October 2022) and in public messaging. It has emphasised the need for Government to respond to the Inflation Reduction Act and EU Green Deal to make the UK attractive for private investment in the net zero transition.

Support for policies that would accelerate expansion of UK renewable energy capacity
CBI supports decarbonisation of the energy sector, with particular emphasis on the need for regulatory and planning reform to support grid decarbonisation. For example, in its response to the Net Zero Review it argued for Ofgem (the UK’s energy market regulator) to be given a statutory duty to achieve the UK’s net zero target, which would encourage it to take a more proactive approach to incentivising upgrades to the network to enable renewable capacity to be added faster.

Supports both carbon pricing and incentives for investment in clean technologies
CBI has called on the UK Government to use the tax system to discourage environmentally harmful activities and help internalise externalities. Concretely, it has called for a review of the tax system to ensure alignment with net zero ambitions to take place within the first year after the next election, with changes to start being implemented no later than April 2027.

Alignment assessment

No misalignment on Unilever’s policy priorities but partial misalignment with science-based policy

Engagement intensity

Moderate engagement

Explanation

CBI’s top line messaging is consistently supportive of the UK’s net zero by 2050 target and it is relatively engaged on climate policy. It has repeatedly called on the UK Government to set out clear delivery plans for sectors and develop near-term policies to shift financial flows towards net zero, as well as providing long-term policy certainty to give businesses the confidence to invest in green technologies. Despite this, CBI’s support for investment in new fossil gas production and infrastructure means that it is partially misaligned with science-based policy.

More information

View CBI’s LobbyMap profile

Actions (to be) taken

Encourage CBI to double down on its pro-climate agenda and increase its engagement intensity on net zero policy both before and after the next UK General Election.
### Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)

**Unilever role(s)**

Member of national committee on environment

**Top line positions**

**Support for India’s net zero by 2070 target**
CII has publicly backed the Indian Government’s Net Zero by 2070 target and has called for ‘swift action in implementing low carbon technologies’ and the establishment of ‘an effective and predictable policy environment that acts as a catalyst in meeting respective NDC targets.’

**Support for renewables – but also gas**
CII’s view on the energy transition was set out in a detailed policy briefing in April 2022, in which it promotes policies to accelerate deployment of renewables, but also advocates for an enhanced role for gas in India’s energy transition. CII has also advocated for enabling regulation and policy to promote resource efficiency and voiced a need for affordable, scalable renewable energy options through a 2023 B20 India Communique.

In a report setting out an Indian industry perspective on priorities for COP28, CII highlighted the need for clean electrification and lower-carbon fuel adoption for India to meet its climate goals.

**Detailed advocacy positions**

**Recommendations for incentivising green hydrogen production**
During 2023, green hydrogen has been a focus for CII. For example, in a January 2023 OpEd, the CII’s Director General called for a production-linked incentive scheme for electrolysers and a focus on making India a hub for green hydrogen. CII published a detailed policy briefing on turning India into a global leader on green hydrogen in August 2023.

**Alignment assessment**

No misalignment on Unilever’s policy priorities but partial misalignment with science-based policy

**Engagement intensity**

Moderate engagement

**Explanation**

CII’s top line messaging is generally supportive of climate policies and the Indian Government’s Net Zero by 2070 target. It has advocated for specific measures to promote green hydrogen production and increase renewable energy installed capacity.

CII has expressed support for gas as a necessary transition fuel for India. This means it is not fully aligned with the IPCC’s assessment of what is required to achieve a 1.5°C trajectory.

CII appears not to have actively engaged with government or media on any of Unilever’s other climate policy priorities during 2022-23.

**More information**

View CII’s LobbyMap profile

**Actions (to be) taken**

CII has made a number of positive policy positions and is active on the ground. We will recommend to CII that it improves on how it discloses its engagement, for example on its website, so that its positive influence can be properly recognised.

---

**Consumer Goods Forum (CGF)**

**Unilever role(s)**

Member of all workstreams

**Top line positions**

**High-level support for 1.5°C**
CGF’s messaging on climate change is consistently supportive of the Paris Agreement and the goal of limiting warming to 1.5°C. Its Net Zero Playbook for Consumer Industries, published in 2022, promotes a wide range of climate solutions, including regenerative agriculture, deforestation-free production, circular economy models and fleet electrification. Through its Forest Positive Coalition (of which Unilever is a member), CGF has taken a strong and detailed position on tackling commodity-driven deforestation and has pushed upstream businesses to increase the ambition of their plans in this area.

**Detailed advocacy positions**

No evidence of specific climate-related policy engagement by CGF was found.
### Climate Policy Engagement Review 2023

#### Corporate Leaders Group (CLG)

**Unilever role(s)**
- Member

**Top line positions**
- **Support for UK net zero policy**
  - Throughout 2022 and 2023, CLG has issued statements encouraging the UK Government to stick to its commitment to Net Zero by 2050 and to develop more concrete short- and long-term plans to deliver on that commitment. In a March 2023 briefing it provided concrete recommendations for doing so.  
  
**Alignment assessment**
- No misalignment with Unilever policy priorities or science-based policy

**Engagement intensity**
- High engagement

**Explanation**
- CLG’s top line messaging and detailed advocacy on specific policies are both consistently aligned with Unilever’s position and a science-based policy agenda.

- Given the background of events in the EU and UK during 2022 and 2023, a significant proportion of CLG’s advocacy during this time period has focused on trying to prevent Government backsliding on climate policy.

- Apart from the examples cited above, most of CLG’s advocacy during 2022-23 was about support for ambitious climate policy in general rather than detailed engagement on specific policies.

**Actions (to be) taken**
- No action required.

**More information**
- View CLG’s LobbyMap profile

---

1. CGF’s messaging highlights the need for ambitious climate action. However, CGF focuses on voluntary action within the business sector rather than driving direct policy change.


Cosmetics Europe (CE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unilever role(s)</th>
<th>Member (Head of Regulatory Affairs) previously sat on the board of directors and acted as chair of the active corporate members committee, but individual has left Unilever.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Top line positions | **Minimal mention of climate change in top-level messaging**  
Cosmetics Europe appears to be broadly supportive of the EU Green Deal agenda, including the goal of achieving net zero GHG emissions by 2050, but climate change does not feature prominently in its public messaging. It appears to be more active on circular economy policies such as the EU’s Packaging and Packaging Waste Regulation and Ecodesign for Sustainable Products Regulation. |
| Detailed advocacy positions | No evidence of specific climate-related lobbying by Cosmetics Europe was found. |
| Alignment assessment | No misalignment with Unilever policy priorities or science-based policy |
| Engagement intensity | No meaningful engagement |
| Explanation | Cosmetics Europe appears not to be engaged on climate policy beyond top line support for the EU Green Deal. |
| More information | View Cosmetics Europe’s LobbyMap profile |
| Actions (to be taken) | We do not believe that, at the moment, Cosmetics Europe should set up a specific workstream on climate. This is due to prioritising other issues. We will encourage Cosmetics Europe to address climate via current workstreams and how its positions on packaging and eco-design will enable the transition to net zero. |


Dutch Employers’ Federation (VNO-NCW)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unilever role(s)</th>
<th>Head of Unilever Netherlands, General Manager Nutrition Unilever Europe and METR/ANZ is on the general and daily board</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Top line positions | **Support for Dutch and EU GHG emissions targets for 2030 and 2050**  
VNO-NCW has consistently expressed support for both EU and Dutch climate targets and publicly called on Dutch policymakers to take concrete, near-term action to meet 2030 GHG reduction targets.  
**Concerned about the costs of transition for Dutch businesses**  
VNO-NCW’s messaging on climate action – and its positions on actual policy measures – is tempered by its overriding objective to maintain the competitiveness of Dutch industry and ensure the Netherlands remains an attractive destination for investment. |
| Detailed advocacy positions | **Strong support for renewables, hydrogen and CCS – but also gas**  
During 2022-23, VNO-NCW has repeatedly called for accelerating permitting and tendering processes to enable a faster rollout of low-carbon electricity and hydrogen production capacity, and carbon storage infrastructure. However, it has also repeatedly called on the Dutch Government during 2022-23 to increase gas production in the North Sea and build new liquefied natural gas (LNG) infrastructure, as a means of breaking the Netherlands’ dependency on Russian gas. It also lobbied against a proposed tax on gas in May 2023. And, in November 2022, it criticised the Dutch government’s plan to withdraw export support for Dutch companies financing gas projects in developing countries.  
**Conditional support for carbon pricing**  
VNO-NCW has acknowledged both the EU ETS and the Netherlands’ own carbon tax as being drivers of decarbonisation. Though historically (pre-2022), it had opposed reforms to the EU ETS, VNO-NCW appears now to have accepted the latest iteration of carbon pricing policy in both the EU and the Netherlands. |
| More information | View VNO-NCW’s LobbyMap profile |

78https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/001/214/VNONCW_Apr2023_ImplementingClimatePolicy_May2023.pdf  
79https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/000/978/vnoncw_PR_europe-gas_31.5.22_may2022.pdf  
In response to the ETS and national carbon tax, it has called on the Dutch government to accelerate investment in energy transition technologies and infrastructure to help businesses reduce their emissions.\(^82\) It has also expressed support for removing fossil fuel subsidies, though it raises concerns about the potential for carbon leakage, arguing that international agreements on both carbon pricing and the removal of fossil fuel subsidies are essential.\(^83\)

**Mixed positions on other climate policies**

VNO-NCW takes broadly positive positions on key Dutch climate policies such as mandates for heat pumps and zero-emission vehicles.\(^84\) In 2022, however, VNO-NCW lobbied against a proposal to phase out tax exemptions for commercial vans in order to incentivise switching to EVs, arguing this would increase costs for Dutch businesses.\(^85\) It also opposed a separate proposal to introduce a purchase tax on diesel delivery vans from 2025.\(^86\)

**EU Chamber of Commerce in China (EUCCC)**

**Unilever role(s)**

Member; a Unilever senior executive is chair of the EUCCC’s Shanghai agriculture, food and beverage Working Group

**Top line positions**

Strong support for China’s NDC – and for enhancing ambition

EUCCC has consistently expressed support for China’s goal of achieving carbon neutrality by 2060 and peak emissions by 2030. It has also signaled support for increasing the ambition of China’s climate policies. In a 2022 report, it cited studies showing that bringing forward China’s net zero target date could have additional socio-economic benefits and make the transition cheaper.\(^87\) It also advocated for clear, binding targets and a coordinated nationwide approach to enforcement of environmental regulations.

**Detailed advocacy positions**

Support for carbon pricing policy

EUCCC appears to be broadly supportive of China’s Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). In 2022, it called for both an absolute cap on emissions and a progressive tightening of emissions caps in China’s national ETS as a way to facilitate higher carbon prices.\(^88\) In 2023, a paper from EUCCC’s Petrochemicals, Chemicals and Refining Working Group expressed concern about delays to the planned expansion of China’s ETS to cover high emitting sectors such as aluminium, cement and petrochemicals, due to poor quality data.\(^89\) Prior to this, EUCCC had also expressed support for measures to enhance the accuracy and transparency of carbon emissions Monitoring, Reporting, and Verification (MRV) to align with international standards.\(^90\)

---


\(^83\)https://www.vno-ncw.nl/standpunten/fossiele-subsidies


\(^85\)https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/000/975/VNO-NCW_PR_vanstaxNL_23.5.22_may2022.pdf


\(^87\)https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/331/EUCCC_report_2022_p16_17.pdf


\(^89\)https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/331/EUCCC_Chemistry_Sep2023.pdf

\(^90\)https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/331/EUCCC_Energy_Sep2023.pdf
Support for renewables – but also gas

EUCCC has advocated for accelerating the integration of renewable energy into the grid and increasing the share of renewables in China’s energy mix. However, it also strongly supports gas as a transition fuel. Its Energy Working Group published position papers in both 2022 and 2023, in which speeding up the shift from coal to gas in China’s energy mix is promoted as a top priority.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alignment assessment</th>
<th>No misalignment on Unilever’s policy priorities but partial misalignment with science-based policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engagement intensity</td>
<td>Low engagement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Explanation          | EUCCC’s top-line messaging on the need for increased climate ambition is aligned with Unilever’s position on the need for strengthened, high quality NDCs. Its calls for ETS expansion and a tightening of emissions caps to drive up carbon prices is also consistent with Unilever’s position on the need for a meaningful price on carbon. 

While EUCCC supports accelerating the rollout of renewables, it is also a strong supporter of gas as a transition fuel in China. This position is not fully aligned with the IPCC’s assessment of what is required to achieve a 1.5°C trajectory.

Overall, the majority of EUCCC’s engagement on climate policy is positive, though its engagement intensity to promote this agenda could be higher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More information</th>
<th>View EUCCC’s LobbyMap profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actions (to be) taken</td>
<td>Write to EUCCC, encouraging them to increase engagement intensity in the areas where it is aligned with Unilever and has a track record of calling for higher ambition (e.g., carbon pricing, renewables).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**European Clean Trucking Alliance (ECTA)**

**Top line positions**

Strong support for EU Climate targets and policies

ECTA has consistently advocated in favour of the EU Green Deal and given strong support to the target of reducing GHG emissions by 55% by 2030 and achieving climate neutrality by 2050. It recognises the importance of decarbonising the trucking industry for achieving these goals and advocates for policies and regulations affecting the industry to be aligned with what is necessary to achieve them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detailed advocacy positions</th>
<th>Actively pushing for policies to enable a faster transition to zero-emission trucks (ZETs) – and opposing the introduction of potential loopholes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engagement intensity</td>
<td>Moderate engagement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Explanation | ECTA’s top line messaging, as well as its detailed engagement on specific policies, is consistently aligned with a science-based policy agenda. It has not only supported the EU’s 2030 and 2050 climate targets but pushed for strengthened ambition in specific policies affecting the trucking industry. 

Its engagement intensity has been rated as moderate despite only receiving a 15% engagement intensity score from InfluenceMap. This adjustment reflects the fact that ECTA’s narrow focus limits how highly it can score under InfluenceMap’s engagement intensity scoring methodology.*

Overall, if ECTA’s policy recommendations were to be implemented in full, this would positively impact Unilever’s ability to deliver its Climate Transition Action Plan (CTAP).

*Because ECTA only engages on policies related to the trucking industry, it is inactive on other aspects of climate policy which are not part of its remit. InfluenceMap counts this inactivity towards its overall engagement intensity score, which brings that score down.

**Unilever role(s)**

Direct member

---

1) [https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/331/EUCCC_Energy_Sep2022.pdf](https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/331/EUCCC_Energy_Sep2022.pdf)
   [https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/331/EUCCC_Energy_Sep2023.pdf](https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/331/EUCCC_Energy_Sep2023.pdf)
## European Round Table for Industry (ERT)

### Unilever role(s)
- Member of:
  - Antitrust working group
  - Tax working group
  - ED&I and Corporate Comms working group

### Top line positions
**High-level support for the EU Green Deal**
ERT has issued statements in support of the EU’s goal of achieving climate neutrality by 2050 and a 55% reduction in GHG emissions by 2030. In 2022, it supported the European Commission’s RePowerEU plan to end European dependence on Russian fossil fuels. It called for a swift adoption of the EU Renewable Energy Directive (RED) and strengthening the provisions of the EU Energy Efficiency Directive (EED).93

### Detailed advocacy positions
**Constructive engagement on the EU’s response to the US Inflation Reduction Act**
The competitiveness of European industry is a key concern for ERT. It has endorsed proposals for an EU Green Deal Industrial Plan that responds to the US Inflation Reduction Act. It has called for funding to support the decarbonisation of energy-intensive industries (in addition to boosting the production of clean technologies) to be included in the proposed EU Net Zero Industry Act. It also called for investment in strategic industrial projects in areas such as wind, solar, heat pumps, energy storage, hydrogen and innovative materials.94

**Negative position on EU emissions trading system (ETS) reform and the phase-in of a carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM)**
ERT called for a review of ETS CBAM reform proposals included in the EU’s Fit for 55 package in the wake of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. In October 2022, ERT published a special report on European industrial competitiveness in which it called for electro-intensive industries to be protected from the effect of high carbon prices through CO₂ cost compensation measures and described the gradual withdrawal of ETS free allowances while CBAM is phased in as “very problematic”95 ERT justified these objections on the grounds that high carbon prices pose a threat to the competitiveness of European industry.

### Alignment assessment
**Misalignment in one Unilever policy priority area**

**Engagement intensity**
Low engagement

**Explanation**
ERT’s top line messaging is generally supportive of the EU’s climate agenda – as are the majority of its detailed positions on specific policies. In line with Unilever’s priorities, ERT has been a consistent advocate of policies to boost renewable energy and industrial decarbonisation (including for the chemicals industry).

The one area where ERT’s lobbying during 2022-23 appears to be misaligned is on carbon pricing. Its proposals for CO₂ cost compensation and its implied opposition to tapering the free allocation of ETS allowances would mean the actual cost of emitting carbon (for companies covered by the EU ETS) would remain lower for longer than if its proposals were not adopted.

ERT’s concerns about the impact on competitiveness and the problem of carbon leakage may be justified, but its proposals fail to address these concerns in a way that is consistent with the goal of pricing GHG emissions at a level that reflects the full costs of climate change.

ERT appears not to have actively engaged with government or media on any of Unilever’s other climate policy priorities during 2022-23.

### Actions (to be) taken
Encourage ERT to continue to engage constructively on the Green Deal. Explore how ERT can revise its position on ETS.

---

93[https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/000/973/ERT_corporate_website_EU_energy_May_2022_May_2022.pdf](https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/000/973/ERT_corporate_website_EU_energy_May_2022_May_2022.pdf)
95[https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/084/ERT_corporate_website_EU_climate_October_2022_November_2022.pdf](https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/084/ERT_corporate_website_EU_climate_October_2022_November_2022.pdf)
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI)

Unilever role(s)  
Member of Resource Efficiency and Circular Economy Industry Coalition (RECEIC)

Top line positions

Support for India’s NDC / Net Zero by 2070 commitment  
FICCI is a member of the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change’s NDC Implementation Committee and the Sub Committee on Mitigation. However, it has not disclosed any details about the recommendations it has made in its capacity as a member of these committees. It does support the Indian Government’s Net Zero by 2070 target, though it does not appear to have lobbied for such a target prior to its adoption and has not called publicly for ambition to be further increased.

Mixed position on energy transition  
FICCI has made clear its support for increasing renewable energy capacity in order to decarbonise electricity, mobility and industry. However, it has also advocated for both coal and gas to be expanded. For example, in April 2023, FICCI’s President called for urgent steps to be taken to increase the capacity of existing coal mines and operationalise new ones for coking coal production. Separately, the Chair of FICCI’s Climate Change Committee described natural gas as an “indispensable” transition fuel during COP27.

High level support for a carbon tax  
In a March 2022 briefing co-authored with Trilegal, a law firm, FICCI indicated in principle support for a uniform carbon tax in India to incentivise companies to use alternative energy sources.

Detailed advocacy positions

Constructive engagement on developing carbon markets in line with Article 6 of the Paris Agreement  
In September 2023, FICCI, in collaboration with IETA (the International Emissions Trading Association), produced a paper on developing an effective framework for emissions trading and voluntary carbon markets. The paper contained detailed, practical recommendations for implementation of Article 6 and was delivered to the Minister of Environment, Forest and Climate Change at the 14th India Climate Policy and Business Conclave, organised by FICCI. The paper also made clear that FICCI sees carbon markets as a key tool for incentivising sustainable agriculture practices and for tackling deforestation.

Alignment assessment  
Misalignment in one Unilever policy priority area

Engagement intensity  
Low engagement

Explanation

FICCI’s top line messaging is generally supportive of climate policies and the Indian Government’s Net Zero by 2070 target. However, its position on the role of gas and coal in the energy mix is not consistent with Unilever’s goal of 100% decarbonised power systems for all countries by 2040 at the latest.

FICCI’s engagement intensity score from InfluenceMap is relatively low (13% as of December 2023). However, this may be misleading given FICCI’s membership of the Indian Government’s NDC Implementation Committee. The lack of publicly available information on FICCI’s contribution to the Committee makes it difficult to assess the overall impact of its work on climate policy.

More information

View FICCI’s LobbyMap profile

Actions (to be) taken

• Seek greater transparency regarding the perspective FICCI contributes to the Indian Government’s NDC Implementation Committee.
• Recommend FICCI continues to make public its positive engagement on climate policy.

FoodDrinkEurope

Unilever role(s)  
Member of climate and environment, agriculture committees

Top line positions

High-level support for EU climate policies and the Paris Agreement targets  
FoodDrinkEurope’s top line messaging is consistently supportive of the EU’s Green Deal, Fit for 55 package and Farm to Fork strategy. It has expressed support for both the net zero by 2050 and 55% reduction by 2030 targets. It wrote to the Presidents of the European Commission, European Parliament and the Swedish EU Presidency in March 2023 calling for an EU Food Investment and Resilience Plan, along the same lines as the Green Deal Industrial Plan.

Detailed advocacy positions

Constructive engagement on developing carbon markets in line with Article 6 of the Paris Agreement  
In September 2023, FoodDrinkEurope, in collaboration with IETA (the International Emissions Trading Association), produced a paper on developing an effective framework for emissions trading and voluntary carbon markets. The paper contained detailed, practical recommendations for implementation of Article 6 and was delivered to the Minister of Environment, Forest and Climate Change at the 14th India Climate Policy and Business Conclave, organised by FICCI. The paper also made clear that FICCI sees carbon markets as a key tool for incentivising sustainable agriculture practices and for tackling deforestation.

Alignment assessment  
Low engagement

Engagement intensity  
Low engagement

Explanation

FoodDrinkEurope’s top line messaging is generally supportive of EU climate policies and the Paris Agreement targets. However, its position on the role of biofuels in the energy mix is not consistent with Unilever’s goal of 100% decarbonised power systems for all countries by 2040 at the latest.

FoodDrinkEurope’s engagement intensity score from InfluenceMap is relatively low (13% as of December 2023). However, this may be misleading given FoodDrinkEurope’s membership of the European Commission’s NDC Implementation Committee. The lack of publicly available information on FoodDrinkEurope’s contribution to the Committee makes it difficult to assess the overall impact of its work on climate policy.

More information

View FoodDrinkEurope’s LobbyMap profile

Actions (to be) taken

• Seek greater transparency regarding the perspective FoodDrinkEurope contributes to the EU’s NDC Implementation Committee.
• Recommend FoodDrinkEurope continues to make public its positive engagement on climate policy.
It also expressed support for the EU Nature Restoration Law and Soil Health Law in a meeting with the EU Agriculture Commissioner in June 2023, at a time when the EU’s nature agenda was being heavily attacked by others.102

**Support for policies to incentivise a shift to regenerative agriculture**

FoodDrinkEurope has called for regenerative agriculture to be recognised and rewarded via EU rules for carbon removals, in the EU Soil Health Law, and in National Strategic Plans under the Common Agricultural Policy.103 It has called for policy makers to support the transition to a zero fossil fuel agricultural sector and for farmers implementing sustainable and regenerative farming practices to receive financial and technical support. It supports the inclusion of carbon farming as a means of generating carbon removal certificates and advocates that these certificates should be used first and foremost to reduce emissions within the agri-food value chain.104

**Support for EU regulation on deforestation-free products (with caveats about the pace of implementation)**

FoodDrinkEurope published a position paper in February 2022 expressing support for the EU proposal for a regulation on deforestation-free products (as well as international agreements such as the New York Declaration on Forests, the Amsterdam Declaration and the UN strategic plan for forests 2017-2030). FoodDrinkEurope provided detailed input to EU policymakers on the draft regulation, which included a number of caveats – for example cautioning policymakers about the need for an ‘appropriate’ transition period and argued that the list of commodities covered by the regulation should only be extended after an impact assessment had been conducted.105

**Alignment assessment**

No misalignment on Unilever’s policy priorities but partial misalignment with science-based policy

**Engagement intensity**

Low engagement

---

**Detailed advocacy positions**

**Support for policies to incentivise a shift to regenerative agriculture**

FoodDrinkEurope has called for regenerative agriculture to be recognised and rewarded via EU rules for carbon removals, in the EU Soil Health Law, and in National Strategic Plans under the Common Agricultural Policy.103 It has called for policy makers to support the transition to a zero fossil fuel agricultural sector and for farmers implementing sustainable and regenerative farming practices to receive financial and technical support. It supports the inclusion of carbon farming as a means of generating carbon removal certificates and advocates that these certificates should be used first and foremost to reduce emissions within the agri-food value chain.104

**Support for EU regulation on deforestation-free products (with caveats about the pace of implementation)**

FoodDrinkEurope published a position paper in February 2022 expressing support for the EU proposal for a regulation on deforestation-free products (as well as international agreements such as the New York Declaration on Forests, the Amsterdam Declaration and the UN strategic plan for forests 2017-2030). FoodDrinkEurope provided detailed input to EU policymakers on the draft regulation, which included a number of caveats – for example cautioning policymakers about the need for an ‘appropriate’ transition period and argued that the list of commodities covered by the regulation should only be extended after an impact assessment had been conducted.105

**Explanation**

FoodDrinkEurope’s top line messaging is consistently supportive of the EU’s climate policies and, for the most part, its engagement on the detail of policies that are material to decarbonising the food and drink sector backs this up. It has engaged constructively at EU level on at least two of Unilever’s climate policy priorities: Regenerative Agriculture and Deforestation Free.

However, it also appears to be unsupportive of policy to transition to more plant-based diets and has opposed proposals to exclude red meat from the EU Promotion Policy for agricultural food products.106 This opposition to measures to incentivise dietary change is not fully aligned with the IPCC’s assessment of what is required to achieve a 1.5°C trajectory.

**More information**

View FDE’s LobbyMap profile

**Actions (to be) taken**

Encourage FDE to continue to drive the regenerative agriculture agenda at the EU level.

---

**Food Industry Asia (FIA)**

**Unilever role(s)**

Member

**Top line positions**

High-level support for Paris alignment

Food Industry Asia states on its website that the association ‘is committed to helping countries across Asia reach their carbon reduction targets to keep global temperatures within the levels stipulated by Paris Agreement.’107 Sustainability & resilience is identified as one of its three ‘strategic focal areas’, but its focus within this appears to be exclusively on packaging, food waste and food security, rather than climate.

**Detailed advocacy positions**

No evidence of specific climate-related lobbying by FIA was found.

**Alignment assessment**

No misalignment with Unilever policy priorities or science-based policy

**Engagement intensity**

No meaningful engagement
**Explanation**

FIA appears not to be engaged on climate policy beyond top line support of the Paris Agreement.

**More Information**

View FIA’s LobbyMap profile

**Actions (to be) taken**

Encourage FIA to create a workstream on one of Unilever’s climate policy priorities that is relevant to the food industry (e.g., regenerative agriculture).

---

**German Chemical Industry Association (VCI)**

**Unilever role(s)**

Unilever is an indirect member of VCI via its membership of IKW, the German Cosmetic, Toiletry, Perfumery and Detergent Association

**Top line positions**

Critical of the EU green deal and opposed to any increase in ambition of EU and German climate targets

VCI’s overriding message on European climate policy is that the regulatory burden on companies is too great. It has called for the EU to respond to the US Inflation Reduction Act by prioritising deregulation, but does not make clear how this is compatible with meeting climate goals. It has argued that the Fit for 55 agenda is already “too ambitious” given the impact of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on European industry.108 Even prior to this, however, it opposed increasing the ambition of both the EU’s and Germany’s 2030 emissions reduction targets, and it opposed a proposal to bring forward Germany’s net zero target date to 2045.

**Detailed advocacy positions**

Opposed to EU emissions trading system (ETS) reform and the implementation of a carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM)

VCI supports the EU ETS in principle but has consistently opposed proposals for phasing out free allowances (which would have the effect of increasing the carbon price paid by European industry). At the same time, the VCI Director General has argued that mandatory net zero transition plans are unnecessary since carbon prices should be sufficient to incentivise companies to decarbonise.109 VCI has also stated consistent opposition to the implementation of a CBAM, preferring a multilateral solution to the problem of carbon leakage.

Supports the development of non-fossil feedstocks

VCI acknowledges that alternative sources of carbon, including from CO₂ captured from industrial processes, waste, and bio-based feedstocks will be necessary to mitigate the chemical industry’s contribution to climate change.110 It supports policies that would encourage chemical recycling and argues that using captured CO₂ as a feedstock should be classified as carbon removal; a position that is not consistent with the IPCC’s guidance on what is required to achieve a 1.5°C trajectory.

Mixed position on renewable energy, prioritising energy security and affordability over decarbonisation

VCI recognises that reducing the chemical industry’s GHG emissions requires access to abundant, affordable, and reliable renewable electricity. Consequently, it acknowledges the need for faster deployment of renewables and calls for accelerated planning and permitting for renewable energy projects, as well as for other industrial projects, including liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals. However, in the context of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, it called for the German renewable energy surcharge to be abolished and argued that commissioning new gas power plants is necessary. It publicly endorsed the inclusion of gas in the EU’s Green Taxonomy.

**Alignment assessment**

Misalignment in two+ Unilever policy priority areas

**Engagement intensity**

High engagement

**Explanation**

VCI has been very active on climate policy during 2022-23 and its stance has mostly been obstructive. It has consistently criticised the EU’s climate policies for placing too great a regulatory burden on European industry, without making clear how deregulation will enable the EU to meet its NDC commitments.

VCI is at least partially misaligned in 3 areas:

1. **Climate ambition / NDCs**: its claim that the EU’s Fit for 55 package is “too ambitious” seems to be at odds with Unilever’s position in support of NDC commitments that align with 1.5°C. VCI has consistently opposed any strengthening of EU and German climate targets.

2. **Renewables / energy transition**: its support for building new gas power plants in response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is not compatible with the goal of reaching 100% decarbonised power systems by 2035 in advanced economies.

---

110https://content.influencemap.org/site/data/001/316/VCI_EUFeedback_CarbonRemovals_17.03.2023_Sep2023.pdf

---

---
### Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KADIN)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unilever role(s)</th>
<th>Member of forestry and environment taskforce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Top line positions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for Indonesia’s NDC</td>
<td>KADIN has expressed support for Indonesia’s NDC commitment to achieve net zero by 2060. No evidence was found to suggest KADIN has at any stage lobbied for the ambition of Indonesia’s NDC to be either increased or decreased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for carbon pricing and carbon markets</td>
<td>KADIN has expressed support for Presidential Regulation No. 98 of 2021 on the implementation of carbon pricing. Its messaging emphasises that Indonesia’s carbon absorption potential is high and therefore the development of carbon markets represents an economic opportunity for the country. Once again, KADIN’s support appears to be mostly passive: no evidence was found to suggest KADIN lobbied on this issue prior to Presidential Regulation No. 98 being passed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support for renewables</td>
<td>KADIN’s Chair, Arsjad Rasjid, has championed renewable energy and called for the use of competitive tariffs and predictable project pipelines to bring solar costs down. He has also expressed support for the Indonesian Government’s electric vehicle incentive programme.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Detailed advocacy positions | No evidence was found to suggest KADIN is actively engaged on specific climate-related policies. |
| Alignment assessment | No misalignment with Unilever policy priorities or science-based policy |
| Engagement intensity | No meaningful engagement |
| Explanation | KADIN’s top line messaging is generally supportive of climate policies and the Indonesian Government’s Net Zero by 2060 target. However, no evidence of KADIN actively engaging with government to promote policies aligned to Unilever’s climate agenda was found. |

---

3. **Carbon pricing / markets**: its lobbying on the EU ETS and CBAM – as well as its support for an electricity price cap and the reduction of energy taxes in general is not consistent with the goal of ensuring a meaningful price on carbon that reflects the full costs of climate change. Implementation of its recommendations would lead to lower carbon prices for companies covered by the EU ETS than if its proposals were not adopted.

Positively, VCI’s messaging on the need to incentivise uptake of non-fossil feedstocks is in line with Unilever’s agenda. However, its engagement on this topic appears to be weaker than in other policy areas assessed: very few examples of VCI making concrete recommendations for how to do this were found.

Overall, if VCI’s policy recommendations were to be implemented in full, this would seriously impair Unilever’s ability to deliver its Climate Transition Action Plan (CTAP) and achieve net zero across Scopes 1-3 by 2039.

---

**More information**

- View VCI’s [LobbyMap profile](#)

---

**Actions (to be) taken**

- Ask VCI to remove Unilever from its website since Unilever is not a direct member of VCI. Notify both VCI and IKW about the areas of misalignment identified.

---

111[https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/001/198/KADIN_Chairman_ANTARA_Aug22_AccessedApr23.pdf](https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/001/198/KADIN_Chairman_ANTARA_Aug22_AccessedApr23.pdf)
112[https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/001/198/KADIN_CorpWeb_Sustainability_AccessedApr23.pdf](https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/001/198/KADIN_CorpWeb_Sustainability_AccessedApr23.pdf)
113[https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/001/198/KADIN_Chairman_EcoBusiness_Nov22_AccessedApr23.pdf](https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/001/198/KADIN_Chairman_EcoBusiness_Nov22_AccessedApr23.pdf)
114[https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/001/198/KADIN_(1)Chairman_CorpWeb_Apr23_AccessedApr23.pdf](https://content.influencemap.org//site/data/001/198/KADIN_(1)Chairman_CorpWeb_Apr23_AccessedApr23.pdf)
### International Association for Soaps, Detergents and Maintenance Products (AISE)

#### Unilever role(s)
- Board member

#### Top line positions
- **High-level support for the EU Green Deal**
  - AISE has stated that it supports the European Commission’s objectives for climate change mitigation on multiple occasions.

#### Detailed advocacy positions
- AISE does not appear to be actively engaged on climate policy beyond top line statements in support of the EU Green Deal and net zero GHG emissions by 2050.

#### Alignment assessment
- No misalignment with Unilever policy priorities or science-based policy

#### Engagement intensity
- No meaningful engagement

#### Explanation
- AISE’s top line messaging is generally supportive of climate policies and the EU Green Deal agenda. AISE’s focus is on product regulation and therefore its engagement on climate policy per se is limited (though it does engage on related topics such as Product Environmental Footprinting).

#### More information
- View AISE’s LobbyMap profile

#### Actions (to be) taken
- Encourage KADIN to be more active in promoting higher policy ambition, for example by using its net zero hub to promote policies that will deliver net zero goals. Improved meaningful engagement is needed.

---

### National Business Initiative (NBI)

#### Unilever role(s)
- Member of CEO Champions Committee, Just Transition and Climate Pathways Committee, and Advisory Council for Environment and Society (ACES)

#### Top line positions
- **Support for Paris-aligned decarbonisation trajectory for South Africa**
  - NBI has expressed support for the Paris Agreement and called for enhanced ambition in NDCs and a just transition for the South African economy. Its advocacy focuses particularly on renewable energy, new energy vehicles (including EVs) and green hydrogen.

  - It has also expressed support for gas as a transition fuel, but in the context of both a rapid rollout of wind and solar capacity, and a rapid phaseout for coal. It argues that natural gas assets can and should be repurposed for green hydrogen from the mid-2030s and natural gas should be phased out completely by 2050.

#### Detailed advocacy positions
- Since 2021, NBI has published a series of in-depth reports on sectoral decarbonisation pathways designed to create a robust base of knowledge to inform policy and planning. Sectors covered include energy, mining, chemicals, transport and agriculture, forestry and land use. These reports contain some high-level policy recommendations – for example, calling for South Africa's Integrated Resource Plan to be revised to incorporate a more aggressive pathway for renewable energy. But NBI does not appear to be actively engaged in more detailed policy discussions.

#### Alignment assessment
- No misalignment with Unilever policy priorities or science-based policy

#### Engagement intensity
- Low engagement

#### Explanation
- NBI’s top line messaging is consistently supportive of enhanced ambition in climate action. It has created an impressive body of research and knowledge on sectoral decarbonisation pathways – including for sectors like energy, chemicals and agriculture that are of high importance to Unilever. However, its direct engagement with government on the specific policies required to accelerate the transition to net zero appears to be limited.

---

NBI’s position on gas as a transition fuel is a borderline case in terms of alignment with science-based policy. The IPCC’s 6th Assessment Review concluded that ‘purely fossil fuel to fossil fuel switching is a limited and potentially dangerous strategy unless it is used very carefully and in a limited way.’ It is at least arguable that NBI’s heavily caveated support for gas as a transition fuel meets the criteria set out by the IPCC – i.e., it advocates for gas to be used very carefully and in a limited way.

More information
View NBI’s LobbyMap profile

Actions (to be) taken
Encourage NBI to continue on its pro-climate positions and increase its engagement with policymakers on the net zero agenda, leveraging the detailed sector-level research it has commissioned over the last three years.

Personal Care Products Council (PCPC)

Unilever role(s)
Unilever North America is a member

Top line positions
Minimal mention of climate change in top-level messaging
PCPC has expressed high-level commitment to reducing the personal care industry’s environmental impact. However, it makes very few explicit references to climate change and/or net zero in its public communications and has not taken a clear position on whether it supports Paris-aligned decarbonisation policies.

Detailed advocacy positions
No evidence of specific climate-related lobbying by PCPC was found.

Alignment assessment
No misalignment with Unilever policy priorities or science-based policy

Engagement intensity
No meaningful engagement

Sustainable Food Policy Alliance (SFPA)

Unilever role(s)
Founding member

Top line positions
High-level support for a 1.5°C pathway and the United States’ NDC
SFPA has expressed support for a legislative approach that ensures a pathway to no more than 1.5°C of global warming and has specifically endorsed the US Government’s goal of reducing GHG emissions by 50% by 2030.

Support for carbon pricing, clean energy and climate-smart agriculture
SFPA’s publicly available climate policy principles and priorities include support for an ambitious carbon pricing system, investment in clean energy and incentives for adopting ‘climate-smart land management practices’ across US farm, ranch and forest land.

More information
View PCPC’s LobbyMap profile

Actions (to be) taken
PCPC has been active on propellant policy by assisting Unilever with its application to the California Air Resources Board (CARB). PCPC will continue to advocate once CARB proposes new VOC reductions or changes to the CARB VOC regulations. PCPC is advocating per our direction and will continue to support.

Explanation
PCPC is clearly active on many different environmental policy issues – both in the US and globally – but appears not to engage on climate policy per se. For example, in a 2022 report, it indicated that it had been actively engaged on several different components of the EU Green Deal – e.g., the EU’s chemicals management programme, REACH; the Classification, Labelling and Packaging Regulation; and the Cosmetics Products Regulation – but none of these were directly climate-related. In any case, the detail of the positions taken is not disclosed.
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Active support for climate-related provisions in the US Farm Bill
In 2023, SFPA expressed support for the US Farm Bill and called for the scale up of actions to address climate change, water quality/conservation and soil health. It signed a joint letter to the leadership of the Senate Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry Committee and the House Agriculture Committee, indicating overall support for the 2023 US Farm Bill and calling on the Committees to ensure funding for conservation and climate programmes is sustained in the Bill.121

Positive engagement on the development of policies to tackle deforestation in agricultural supply chains
SFPA has expressed general support for legislation that complements industry efforts to address deforestation. Specifically, in December 2022, it wrote to the Assistant Secretary at the Bureau of Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs calling for legislation to address deforestation, in line with SFPA’s principles on Forest and Natural Ecosystem Conservation. These principles include the need for coordination between international governments (encouraging the US to align with the EU’s approach), a clear incentive and penalty structure for importers and all producer countries bolstered by mandatory due diligence, and the allocation of adequate government resources.122

Support for strengthened policies to accelerate deployment of renewable energy
In August 2023, SFPA signed a joint letter addressed to the US EPA Administrator supporting the Clean Air Act and calling for strengthened ambition, for example by expanding the scope of coverage for affected power plants and accelerating compliance schedules and deadlines.123 In April 2022, it signed another joint letter to Members of Congress, calling for an economic infrastructure package centered on clean energy investments.124 This was on the back of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (passed in November 2021), and can clearly be read as support for what would become the Inflation Reduction Act (passed in August 2022).

Alignment assessment
No misalignment with Unilever policy priorities or science-based policy

Engagement intensity
Low engagement

Explanation
Both SFPA’s top line messaging and its engagement on specific policies is consistently supportive of higher ambition on climate mitigation.

During 2022-23, SFPA appears to have been constructively engaged on at least three of Unilever’s policy priorities: support for rapid deployment of renewable energy, tackling deforestation, and support for farmers to adopt practices that protect and regenerate farm environments.

Overall, if SFPA’s policy recommendations were to be implemented in full, this would positively impact Unilever’s ability to deliver its Climate Transition Action Plan (CTAP).

More information
View SFPA’s LobbyMap profile

Actions (to be) taken
None required

Tennessee Chamber of Commerce & Industry (TCCI)

Unilever role(s)
Cornerstone member through Covington facility

Top line positions
No clear top-line position on climate change
TCCI does not appear to make any direct reference to climate change, 1.5°C or the Paris Agreement in its top-line messaging. The closest it comes is a statement, available on its website, saying it takes ‘a fair and balanced approach to new and existing laws, regulations and policies that provide minimum economic burden to business and development and increase efficiency while also protecting natural resources.’ 125

Detailed advocacy positions
Opposition to the inflation reduction act
The Tennessee Chamber signed a coalition letter in August 2022 urging US Senators to oppose the Inflation Reduction Act.126

Promotion of bills that support new fossil fuel infrastructure
TCCI has supported several bills that are designed to restrict local governments’ ability to prohibit the building of new fossil fuel infrastructure. For example,
in 2022, it cited passage of Public Chapter 591, a law that ensures that local governments cannot prohibit the use of existing energy sources, as a legislative success, pointing out that it would ‘mitigate efforts in states like California where local governments have sought to ban the connection of natural gas.’127 Also in 2022, TCCI’s Associate VP of Environment and Energy gave verbal testimony to the Tennessee Senate Commerce and Labor Committee in support of Senate Bill 2077, which similarly aims to restrict local governments’ power to prohibit fossil fuel infrastructure from being built in their jurisdiction.

**Opposed to extended producer responsibility rules for packaging**

In 2022, TCCI lobbied against an Extended Producer Responsibility programme for packaging.128 It has also previously opposed efforts to implement a bottle deposit program, create a single-use bag reduction programme and a state-wide litter reduction programme.129

---

### Alignment assessment

- **Misalignment in two+ Unilever policy priority areas**

---

### Engagement intensity

- **Low engagement**

---

### Explanation

TCCI’s opposition to the US Inflation Reduction Act (IRA), a vital piece of legislation for delivering on the USA’s NDC and the goal of grid decarbonisation by 2035, means that it is significantly misaligned with Unilever. At no point does it appear to have expressed support for the Paris Agreement and the US Government’s NDC – let alone calling for strengthened ambition.

Its promotion of measures that would restrict the ability of local governments to prohibit the building of new fossil fuel infrastructure is inconsistent with the goal of decarbonising the power system by 2035.

TCCI appears to be inactive on all of Unilever’s other climate policy priorities.

Overall, if TCCI’s policy recommendations were to be implemented in full, this would seriously impair Unilever’s ability to deliver its Climate Transition Action Plan (CTAP).

---

### Actions (to be) taken

Unilever belongs to a number of state manufacturing associations or chambers of commerce where we have facilities. The purpose of these memberships is to help support on issues that directly affect the running of facilities in those states. While we will continue to be a member of TCCI, they do not speak for Unilever on climate policy issues. We will write to TCCI to make this clear. We will also make this position clear on our website.

---

### More information

To view TCCI’s LobbyMap profile, visit [LobbyMap](https://www.lobbymap.org/

---

### Unilever role(s)

**Member**

---

### Top line positions

**High-level support for a 1.5°C pathway**

WBCSD is clear and consistent in its headline messaging about the imperative to keep global warming to below 1.5°C and to achieve net zero emissions by 2050.130 Through its Policy Advocacy and Member Mobilisation workstream, WBCSD seeks to ensure that its member companies’ policy engagement is science-based.131 Its Climate Policy Working Group brings together member companies to align advocacy related to implementation of the Paris Agreement and as a member of the We Mean Business Coalition it supports strengthened ambition in country NDCs.132

---

### Detailed advocacy positions

**Support for strengthened NDCs**

The We Mean Business Coalition, of which WBCSD is a founding partner, calls on governments to ‘adopt strengthened, high quality nationally determined contributions (NDCs) by 2025 in line with a 1.5°C trajectory and the latest science to halve global emissions by 2030.’133 As a registered UNFCCC observer, WBCSD is actively engaged in promoting this call for strengthened ambition at the UNFCCC’s annual COP meetings.

**Support for phasing out fossil fuels and scaling up renewable energy**

Through We Mean Business, WBCSD also supports policies to accelerate the clean energy transition, including phasing out unabated fossil fuels in line with...
1.5°C, commitments to reach 100% decarbonised power systems by 2035 in advanced economies, and by 2040 for other countries, and a meaningful price on carbon.134

Support for policies that would eliminate forest loss and reverse land degradation
Also through We Mean Business, WBCSD calls for governments to set bold targets for food systems transformation that reflect the ambition of the Glasgow Leaders Declaration on Forests and Land Use to reverse forest loss and land degradation by 2030 – and to eliminate commodity-driven deforestation by 2025.135

Support for climate-related reporting standards
WBCSD has actively advocated for businesses and governments to adopt the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD).136 It has also welcomed the International Sustainability Standards Board’s (ISSB) requirements for sustainability-and-climate-related disclosures and works to promote adoption and implementation of these standards globally.137

Alignment assessment
No misalignment with Unilever policy priorities or science-based policy

Engagement intensity
No meaningful direct policy engagement but moderate indirect engagement*

Explanation
WBCSD’s top-line messaging is consistently supportive of higher ambition on climate mitigation. Its direct engagement with specific policies is very limited. This is due to the nature of WBCSD’s remit, which is primarily about coordinating and driving voluntary private sector action. However, as a founding member of the We Mean Business Coalition, WBCSD is indirectly engaged in climate policy engagement at the global level. We Mean Business’s policy positions are consistently aligned both with Unilever’s and with a science-based policy agenda.

More information
View the WBCSD website

Actions (to be) taken
No specific action required

135https://www.wemeanbusinesscoalition.org/policy/
136https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Redefining-Value/TCFD
137https://www.wbcsd.org/Programs/Redefining-Value/News/WBCSD-welcomes-ISSB-Standards-and-launches-a-Preparer-Forum-for-Sustainability-Disclosure

* WBCSD is not currently assessed by InfluenceMap, therefore Volans made its own independent assessment of engagement intensity based on the evidence found of climate policy engagement by WBCSD and We Mean Business Coalition.

Appendix 2: Technical appendix

This appendix outlines the specific criteria used to evaluate industry associations’ positions on:

- The role of fossil fuels in the energy transition
- The need for dietary change

Fossil fuels and the energy transition
Associations supportive of new fossil fuel exploration or infrastructure were deemed to be misaligned with science-based policy. This is in line with the IPCC’s statements indicating that existing fossil fuel reserves and infrastructure exceed what is needed if warming is to be kept below 1.5°C, and that investment in new fossil fuel exploration infrastructure is not in line with a 1.5°C pathway.138

Industry associations supporting new coal and/or oil were deemed misaligned with Unilever’s position on the energy transition. Associations supportive of gas as a transition fuel were deemed to be partially misaligned with science-based policy but are not necessarily misaligned with Unilever’s policy priorities. This is because the IPCC is clear that ‘purely fossil fuel to fossil fuel switching is a limited and potentially dangerous strategy unless it is used very carefully and in a limited way.’ (Cf. IPCC AR6, Chapter 11 Section 11.3.5). Support for new fossil gas, without very significant caveats, is deemed partially misaligned with science. However, Unilever does not have a position on gas, therefore this isn’t highlighted as an example of misalignment with one of Unilever’s policy priorities.

Dietary change
The IPCC has identified changing demand in the food system as a solution to climate change – noting that changing dietary preferences towards increased consumption of plant-based foods can reduce land-based GHG emissions to one-third of the ‘business-as-usual’ case for 2050.139

Since Unilever does not have an explicit stance on this issue, industry associations that opposed measures to incentivise a shift towards more plant-based diets were deemed to have no misalignment with Unilever’s policy priorities, but partial misalignment with science-based policy.

139https://www.ipcc.ch/srccl/chapter/chapter-5/